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For Racing at the
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RULES/CAR CONSTRUCTION 
Rules for a Legend car can be found by visiting www.inexseries.com and www.uslegendcars.com  
Besides the listed national tire in the rules, the Speedrome racers can also use the Hoosier 800 tire 
that is available at the track. The Hoosier 800 tire may have purchasing limits due to availability. 
There is NO SOAKING OR TREATING TIRES. Fines and suspensions will go to those who do. 
 

2023 Legend Feature Prize Money. 
$250 - $150 - $75 - $40 thru field 

Cars Eliminated in the Last Chance Race $25 
 

2023 Season Championship Point Fund* 
$1000 - $650 - $400 - $350 - $300 
$275 - $250 - $225 - $200 - $150 

* Can Miss 2 Races & Must attend the banquet 
 
EVENT FORMAT 

✓ Practice Sessions (2 or 3 rounds) 
✓ Heat Races 
✓ Last Chance Race (if needed) 
✓ Feature 

 
HEAT LINEUPS 

• Drivers will be spread evenly across all heat races by their current position in the point 
standings. Each heat’s list of drivers will then by inverted by half to establish the starting 
lineup. Drivers without any points will be added to the tail. Opening night will use the 2022 final 
point standings. 

• 17 cars or less will have 2 heat races. 18 cars or more will have 3 heat races. 
 
LAST CHANCE RACE 

• Drivers will start straight up by their finishes in the heat races with transfer spots on the line. 
 
FEATURE LINEUP 

• The feature lineup will consist of two groups. 

• The front group will include the top finishers from the heat races. Those are the top 3 finishers 
from each heat if there are 3 heat races or the top 4 finishers from each heat if there are 2 heat 
races. This entire front group of drivers will be inverted by traditional Speedrome rankings (if 
needed, see rules of competition for a definition of rankings). Opening night will use 2022 final 
points as the rankings. 

• The remaining group of non-transfer spot drivers will start straight up by their finishing 
positions from the heat races or (if needed) a last chance race. 

 
This format may be adjusted at any time. 

http://www.inexseries.com/
http://www.uslegendcars.com/

